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In continuing the subject of the Solar
bodies and their order of grouping togeth
er, we will continue the ennmerative cal
culation of last chapter, wherein we illus
trated the Endogenous arena o f Stars,
proving, by its own System, that 729
bouudary Stars comprise the Endogenous
arena o f Stars around each of the 9 Satel
lites. These 9 Satellites are large bodies,
and are in close proximity to their Centers.
They, with their Ceuters, form the nucleus
of Creative force—the Earth, Sun, and
Moon, with their sections of Satellites, com
prise the perfective triune motor factors o f
Universal action, fo rm a t ion, and life force
Thus we have, again represented, the
Central Government of Universality.
In our last chapter we illustrated the
principle of obtaining the exact number
of Stars iu the Endogenous arena around
each of the 9 Central Satellites.
Now, we will ascertain the exact system
and number of Stars within the Central
Belt around the Earth, Sun. and Moon—
thus comprising the entire Endogenous
System o f Stars within the Central Belt.
Therefore, we must proceed with the
same system used in ascertaining the Cen
tral System ; and as we found 729 bouud
ary Stars around each of the 9 Satellites,
we now must multiply 729 by 9 and we get
9,561 Stars around each Central Section,
or around each of the triune motor factors
»] the Universe, which are the Earth,
Sun, and Moon. Now, to get the entire
number within the Central Belt, we mult'ply 6,561 by 3, and we have 19,683.
These with the 3 Center bodies comprise
the entire Endogenous Solar System.
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We have thus given you the system in at so great a distance as these Stella bodies ¡generation or Age brings to light new
which these Stars are grouped and multi are from the surface of the Earth.
discoveries, and inventive calculations.
plied in their Central Orbits around the It must be remembered that iu gazing In relation to the correctness of the
Earth, Snn, and Moon. And we now into Atmospheric space, the objects will Telescope we have to say that the glass of
proceed to show you their order and lay become, to the sight, enlarged according the Telescope, and of all instruments
as they verge out from the Central or to the position of the object with that of where glass is used, is subject to the Elec
Endogenous limits—and there we find the Earth upon which the observer is lo tric and Magnetic influences that may lie
the principle of Exogenous unfoldment.
cated. Thus if a man were to mount to brought directly iu charge upon i t ; the
Here we find divisions and sub-divisions the Sun (providing it were possible), and same as with the human eye, iu gazing
in groups of indefinite numbers. Thus, in from there view the Moon with the same steadily upon a distant objeot, will, ap
stead of the Central and Endogenous law instrument that was used on the Earth, parently, see that object move—expand
of form ation and classification which is he would find that the Moon and the and contract—according to the Electric
the multiple of 3, we find the digits of whole Earth were very nearly the exact size, as aud Magnetic force brought to hear upon
numbers irregularly grouped and classi far as the sight could be depended upon, the nerves of the eye, and according to
fied ; and iu this we have the system by while, in looking from the Earth to the the distance of the object from the observ
which billions upon billions of bouudary Moon, the Moou would appear much the er : so, with Astronomical observations,
Stars are grouped and classified.
smaller body—and why is this ?
the objects are intensified, or otherwise,
It is because of the difference in posi according to the conditions attending
This Exogenous law o f classification
accompanying sections upon sectious runs tions as well as from the difference in them. We repeat, with positiveness, that
thus, iu some parts of the Stella Regions, C h em ic a l effects. As a test, we will illus Telescopic researches are not reliable,
these sections of Stars are found to occupy trate : The Moon is an Electric charger
and are deceiving investigators as to the
space equal to millions of miles, per to the Earth’s atmosphere, and Electricity
Earthly calculation. They will ofttimes tends to contract, thus in looking from the size and nature o f different Stella orbs.
group together and form a Strata of illu- Earth into that clement direct, the meas The Spectrum analysis, used to deter
minous bodies. They will remain thus urement is contracted : hence, the Moon mine the C h e m ic a l properties of the dif
until, by a powerful C h em ic a l action, appears much the smaller. With the Sun, ferent Planets, also is not reliable iu poiut
they are disintegrated and their course is it is just the opposite. The Sun’s emana of special determination distinctive to any
diversified, and portions become de-atom tions are highly Magnetic, and Magnetic especial Stella body : because the reflecized or turned into gases. These, then, forces tend towards expansion, hence, the tro C h e m ic a l rays produced by the Spec
are not fixed or perm anent Stars, but are measurement, iu direct ratio to the Sun, trum analysis are not from the composi
of temporary use and duration. Yet will give an excess of its true size : hence, tion of the orl), but are from the C h e m i 
every Star in the Firmament has its office the Suu appears to be immensely larger cal sea of gases around the orb. These
C h em ic a l s are a production from the orb,
than the Moou.
to fulfill in its own law and order.
The Exogenous System o f Stella fo r As to the size of the Earth, mortals will but they are changed by coming in con
mation is continually changing, in respect yet find that they have not explored the junction with different surroundings as
to the numbers and grouping together of Circumference of the E arth—for there are thrown off from their neighboring Planets,
its formations : it would, therefore, be an immense sections of the Earth that lie and do not strictly represent the C h e m i 
impossibility to correctly ascertain the beyond the North Polfe (so termed), and cal composition of the Planet arouud
number of Stars within the whole, vast sea mortal life cannot exist within the extreme which they may be discovered : for, as
of Atmospherical space—suffice it to say cold or Electric atmosphere. Therefore, soon as the gases are thrown off from a
that their numbers outside of the Central it has not been discovered by mortal Plaqet, those gases meet with a positive
minds. But these sections of the Earth change, in constituent qualities, from that
Belt, are trillions upon trillions.
The large Satellites within the Central are to receive a change, and iu Ages to which forms the Planet itself.
This is the great difficulty that earthly
Belt are what Astronomers term Planets, come they will have become C h em ic a l ly
and what we have alluded to as fixed Stars neutralized, so that spontaneous effects Scientists have, as yet, been unable to
or Satellites—fixed, iu the sense of eter will produce adipose force, aud intellect solve ; altho’ they persuade themselves
nal existence, and they are Satellites to ual vibratory powers—then human beings that they have sufficiently cleared the
will be enabled to exist there ; and His difficulty to ensure their reliabilities of
the 3 Central bodies.
These Satellites are not larger than tory will then proclaim that a new land research and comparisons thereof. But.
their Central Planet around which they has been discovered. This is the same had they, as Scientists, learned this one
revolve, alt^io’ the Telescope has led man, the Earth over, altho’ Ages upon Ages problem, they could then the more readily
iu his investigation, to believe that these intervene between each Epoch, wherein account for, aud explain the composition
Satellites or Planets, so-called, were one section of the Earth becomes a bloom aud requirements of the spirit body :
worlds of much larger and of more mature ing garden of life aud glory ; and then they would then see that this very differ
growth thau the Earth, Sun, and Moon. gradually is converted into a desert waste ence iu the C h e m io a l nature of Atmos
They have arrived at this conclusion more aud wild, and finally be changed into ex pheric forces must necessarily produce re
from speculation—being led thus to spec treme cold ; aud where the extreme heat fined and etherealized bodies : as much so
ulate from their system of investigation now is, at some time will be a regiftu of as the C h e m ic a l forces aud properties ot
as applied to a scale of Trigonometry or extreme Electric rigidity. Iu the face of the Earth, must naturally produce earthly
tri-angular measurement, which is not re this fact, man is unable to gaiu the correct bodies aud earthly Vegetation.
( Continued in our Next Issue. )
liable when called into practice with objects size or compas of the Earth—altho’ each

THE WATCHMAN.
the health of these animals, than is be has often been the case), say that God has
grave only, closes the drama.
I t is also a well-known fact (admitted stowed upon the health of the childreu of taken our darlings to punish us, (that I hold as
VACCINATION.
as such by the Jennerites) that the first their proprietors, and who would not, for blasphemy, if there is such a thing), for it is
I have chosen the subject of Vaccina- child in wedlock, or out of it, inherits all a small compensation, permit their stock to just the reverse, and “ you ” have been the
tiou to write upon, because I believe it to q ^e diseases of its parents, and will, some- be operated on. Again, would it be justifia direct cause of forcing your child into spiritbe the greatest error and curse of the 19th |
a sufferer from ills that were ble to introduce into the system of animals, life unnecessarily.
Bar your door against these butchers ; de
Century.
never perceptible iu the parents. Then, a virus said to reek with the stamp of a
fend
it with your life, if necessary ! Protect
I do not claim to be a reformer nor an how ftwlisli to talk of a babe’s pure blood, curse, which animals (at some future date)
enthusiast on any one point. But I do Ac. The fact that the blood is impure is are inevitably destined to become the food your darlings from the cruel lancet, and keep
claim, that Mankind, led by false teachers proven by the rapid absorbtiou of the poi >f man ? Assuredly not. The idea is as out disease by purifying the blood ; -that is
all the secret there is about warding off dis
and religious fanatics, have strayed far son (virus) at that stage of life—more so loathsome as it is impracticable.”
eases—a full stomach and pure blood will de
from the path of rectitude, both physical than when iu a more pure condition, for Dr. Stowell, (25 years a Vaccine Pracfy the worst disease ever invented by the
ly and spiritually.
They have been there are persons on which the poison titoner), says : —
Medical Fraternity—and there are many.
taught to mortify or punish the body for never “ takes.”
“ The nearly general declaration of my I will quote a few more authorities.
the good of the spirit, or, in other words,
The writer, while in the U. S. Navy, in patients enables me to proclaim that Vac“The blood of the people is saturated with
to starve the body in order to advance the 1862-3-4, was operated upon 11 times ciuatiou is not only au illusion, but a scrofulous and tuberculous diseases ; and the
interests of the spirit.
with no effect, altho’ the scar of the oper curse for Humanity.”
prevailing opinion among thousands of the
Contrary to all this unreasonable doc tion performed in infancy remains to this
It is more than ridiculous—it is irration- most thoughtful non-professional and profes
trine, I claim that a healthy body only day—39 years.
d to say that any corrupt matter taken sional is, that Vaccination has much to do
can contain a healthy tspirit.
These then are facts which no theories from boils and blisters of an organic crea ■vith it.”—Dr. Skelton. Licentiate in MediAmong the many fallacies which have or treaties promulgated by pro-vaccinators ture, could effect the human body other cine,and Surgery,—London, Edinburgh, and
Glasgow.
found myriads of supporters—the idea mu controvert.
wise than to injure it.
Dr. It. Ceeley, of Aylesburg, England,
(claimed to have originated in the brain of It is also claimed by certain Physicians First it was asserted that Vaccination says
:—
a certain Dr. Jenner) that poison taken and “reputed” men of Science that there protected for life. When this proved a
Vaccination, so far from being likely to
from another being, either human or ani is such a thing as pure Vaccine matter. failure, re-vacciuatiou in every 7th year produce fewer ailments, and cutaneous erup
mal, and infused iuto another system will But -such an assertion is false. All virus was proposed ; but this also failed. The tions in the predisposed, he know's from ex
preveut the person so operated upon, from is loaded with the seeds of the most loath there was a wafit of sufficient cow-pox.
perience, that it would, as being more irritat
taking such diseases as small-pox, scarlet some diseases ; aud has caused more suf Well cows were inoculated with human ing—produce more.”
fever, Ac., has found a hearty welcome on fering aud premature deaths tenfold, than pox, aud the suppurated matter produced I was told, on the streets of Atlanta, Ga.,
both Continents. And has been support small-pox itself.
by this operation was called pox-lymph a few days ago, by a Medical man, that. 1 did
not understand any thing about the Science
ed by the action of various Legislative Just here I will make a few quotations fresh from the cow.
bodies, by voting large sums of money for in order to substantiate all I have said.
This bastard poison is now transferred of Vaccination ; that I was a bungler, Ac.,
its propagation and enforcement.
Dr. Chapman, in the B ritish -Journal into human bodies—no matter what dis when 1 attempted to say a word against it ;
As long as mankind remained iu igno o f Homeopathy, No. 29, says, iu speak ease man or brute may have had—but it is and that I would do more harm by writing
or speaking against Vaccination, than I
rance of facts ; so long as their eyes were ing of Vaccination : —
called, nowadays, “ genuine Vaccine.’
would do good, &c.
blinded by the bugaboo of religion ; so
“I t may be here observed, that chronic
This pure lymph is carried from child to
long as they believed that the Priest and diseases may often be traced back to the child, and spreads a diseased condition, so In answer to my question, as to why he
the Doctor were “ordained of God” : just period of Vaccination iu such a manner as that hospitals and drug shops have in did not answer my articles, and, if I was
so long, and no louget^ they submitted to show that the virus was communicated creased 80 per cent, and contiuue to do so wrong, he could give the truth and facts to
the public, he replied that he was forbid by
without a murmur, to the cruelties and iu that way.”
from day to day.
the Medical Fraternity, to hold any discusdeath-dealing operations of vaccination.
Dr. Turnbull, Chettenham, England,
These are authorities from Europe, sion whatever on the subject with a non-pro
But when man arose out of this horrid, says : —
those of our own Country I will quote fessional man, on pain of dismission from
There is not a single Medical man iu the future as the occasion may require. the Fraternity.
slavish abyss, and began to think, investi
.
___ .
gate and reason for himself, he at once who would not alter his views respecting Ignorance of the laws of Nature on one This smacks somewhat of the abject sla
saw the errors of his way : and the first Vaccination if he studied the subject for hand, aud an insatiable desire for pelf on very of the adherents of the Roman Catholic
error he struck at and tried to annihilate, 36 hours.”
the other, has made, and will still make Faith, to the Priesthood and Pope.
was the idea that diseases could be avoid He had often stated that Vaccination some men violate the promptings of their The laboring class, (and I am proud to say
ed or eradicated by the Shrine cure and was physically wrong, aud there was not sympathetic natures.
that I am one of them), may not understand
Vaccination, instead of using Sanitary a Doctor living who could prove the re Like the Orthodox Minister, the Vacci the Science, theory, or modus operand! of
measures—the only true remedy known. verse. He had seen “ healthy children nator makes a living by teaching and this cruel art, but they do know, by experi
ence, the terrible havoc it has wraught
The History of Vaccination from its un die rotten” from the effects of Vaccina practicing aa error—a wrong, a crime.
fortunate discovery down to the first dec tion ; aud altho’ the Doctors, as a body, Science may have demonstrated (as it is amongst them. Crippled or putrifying
ade of the 19th Century is too voluminous were opposed to him, yet he was glad to claimed it has) that introducing a virulent limbs, ulcerated sores, Ac., stand as unterri
for me to write upon at the present time. say, that several Medical men iu Chetten poison into the system will prevent a fied witnesses against this demon practice.
Prejudice alone holds sway in some of its
I am desirous of giving facts that will ham had avowed their belief that several lesser poison from entering.
show that Vaccination is all I have children in that town had been destroyed But actual experience has proved that advocates’ minds, to wit : —
claimed for it. For, as far as I have ob by Vaccination.
Vaccine virus (cow-poison) has destroyed A certain Doctor, after having proof after
served and investigated its records, I have Dr. Heim, Public Vaccinator, Wnrtem- more lives than the* dreaded small-pox ; and proof shown him of its horrible effects, said
found that it is truly the “ King of Ter burg, says, in Horrors of Vaccination, that those who were vaccinated were more he could not, he would not believe it, if God
rors,” destroying more lives than war, page 26 : —
susceptible to small-pox ahd kindred diseases Almighty was to come down and declare he
was wrong.
pestilence, famine, or crime, each and all
“ The most expert diagnostician will not than those who were not operated upon.
There are none so blind as those who will
combined ; and before I end these articles always be able to detect dyscrasy in chil I have been accused by those who did not not see.
I will prove all I have asserted.
dren of the vaccination age, and I myself understandingly read my former articles on riiave never met with a liberal-minded per
I suppose that the readers of T h e have transplanted syphilis from a child this subject iu L ight fo r Thinkers, that I son who was a supporter of the Vaccination
W atchman well know what a Vaccine that seemed to me perfectly healthy.”
condemned the. whole Medical Profession, theory—its adherents all seem confined to the
Farm is ; if not, I will simply say that it Dr. Byard, in an Essay on Vaccina hut such a charge is false—l deny it. I wish religious creeds—darkness and mental death
is a farm where cows and calves (mostly tion, after 35 years experience, says : — to state destinctly that it is not men that I seems to shroud their intellects.
calves) are kept for the purpose of pro “For my part when I used to vaccinate, wish to destroy—but false principles, those In several States of the Union, the Legisla
ducing virus—this virus, termed Vaccine, I observed many cases of ulcers sufficient dogmas, creeds, medical doctrines anil prac tures have been appealed to, to enact laws
from cow, is the concentrated poison from ly dangerous to necessitate particular tices, errors, wrongs, and every thing that making Vaccination compulsory on all. This
the bovine’s system gathered on the udder care ; aud mothers, also have said to me, injures the health or happiness of my fellow shows to what desperate measures Vaccinato resort, to uphold this cruel
(or elsewhere if desired) and is the matter ‘My child has never been well since it was man. These I wish to annihilate, and as' tors *iave
used by the desciples of Dr. Jenner for vaccinated,’ consumption seized upon long as I am able, my voice, pen, and influ-1 Pract'cei against the advancing tide of reason
and common sense.
the purpose, as they claim, of purifying them aud many succumbed. With this ence shall be devotedly used to attain that
I trust, kind reader, that you will pon
purpose.
the system and preventing the above men cow (or horse) virus I had introduced a
der well upon these few facts, and that
You
who
have
suffered
the
loss
of
your
tioned diseases.
germ of disintegration, and my preserva
little ones, your heart’s idol, you who have you will be conscious of committing a
But let us get down to facts, that is tive did not preserve them from small
had the vitals of your hearts tom beholding crime when you allow the cruel human
what we are after, as they are the only pox. ”
the sufferings on a bed of agony of the little butcher—yes, murderer of your child to
witnesses that are able to speak for them . M. G. Evans, M. D., Public Vaccinator
dears, as I have, O h! join with me to help
selves—hearsays are dumb and worthless for 16 years, Narbeth, England, says : — crush this great Medical crime and outrage, enter your door, to infuse a deadly poison
into its system. If your child is denied
in this case.
“ Animal Vaccination has been exten if it is no more than to forbid these legalized
I t is claimed by those wiser than myself, sively tried on the Continent, and may human butchers entrance, to your homes. admittance to the schools unless it is vac
cinated, prefer at once to have it grow up
that an infant’s system is pure aud free have many good points about i t ; but Help me this much to beat back unflinching
in ignorance than to always be cursed
from all infectious diseases ; but it has competent judges affirm that the lymph ly, this dark wave of barbarism which grows
with a diseased body, the result of the
been proved time and time again by those obtained direct from the heifer acts too weaker, as wisdom and a knowledge of Na
blessed discovery of Dr. Jenner, as some
who are competent to know, that a child’s violently; and where conld parties be ture’s requirements become better understood.
cracked-brained
"enthusiast has termed
system is never pure—that it is constantly found willing to supply heifers to keep up Do you not know that you are just as guilty
Vacciuation.
More anon.
evolving and throwing off impurities the ¡Apply of lymph ? I t is well known of murder, as the brute Doctor who vaccinates,
Yours for Human Liberty.
and is not free from them until it arrives that in this Country (England) much if you give your consent to have your children
at the age of pubity, and sometimes the more attention, in general, is devoted to vaccinated, and they die ? You cannot, (as Vartersville, Ga. E m a n u e l M. J ones .
Written for The Watchman.
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as to have the fullest opportunity to
For The Watchman.
that they will not see—poor fanatics—but
become acquainted with the opinions and
Mr. Burt, acting as Agent for the medium,
Dear W atchm an:
THE
sentiments of those attending the seances,
does his work so thoro’ that no one can
I was rather amused a few days ago I must say that I was able to collect
COMMERCIAL TELEGRAPHER’S
doubt their honesty. Then, seeing and hear
while reading the following colloquy : — most satisfactory and constantly recurring
S T R IK E .
ing is the naked truth to all intelligent men
and women. Here we have the materializa
B : meets A : and after the usual salu proofs of the genuineness of her medium- This strike is now ended.
tations asks : “ What is new in the papers?” ship. The evidence obtained thro’ my The monopoly Companies have gained tions in a fair light : as soon as the curtain is
A : "In the papers ! I only read one own senses ; the tests personally received; a victory, but have lost much business, let down, the medium’s little spirit guide
begins to prattle to spirits, inside, and to us,
the critical and extended analysis which I
paper,”
and respect.
outside
of the cabinet, answering any ques
was
able
to
make
of
the
phenomena
oc
B : “ Probably you are too busy to pe
The operators have lost their cause for tion asked. Soon a large bare arm is thrust
curring at these seances, having, as I had,
ruse any other.”
the present, but have gained in public out, reaching and drawing paper, lying on
A : “ Not at all. The fact is that last much of previous experience with materi sympathy and respect.
the table, towards it and writes communica
year when I was in the habit of reading alization, would have been sufficient, in Strikes, as a general rule, are not a rem
tions to the friends on the outside, informing
my
own
mind,
to
establish
the
truth
of
two papers of different opinions, I never
edy for grievances and oppression : they them whom it is written for, and it is ac
Mrs.
William’s
mediumship.
But
should
knew of what opinion I was myself. ”
are but a protest.
knowledged by the party who is the receptor.
I have obtained no personal evidence, the
This fairly illustrates the state of mind conclusive and overwhelming testimony of A little more careful organization would A number of forms appear, all dressed in
of a certain number among investigators a large number of intelligent persons, have made this strike successful in ob white, and a few with long hair of different
of the Spiritual phenomena. While un many of them of a decidedly sceptical taining what should have been conceded colors, and nearly all recognized by some of
the audience.
A large, thick-shouldered
der the immediate influence of the tests turn of mind, and entire strangers to the without any strike : vrz ; Better pay,
male appeared, in white shirt sleeves and
and fewer hours work.
they receive ; while the impressions pro medium and to every one in the audiences,
with a black vest, and was recognized by 2
duced by the manifestations they witness added to the fact that no evidence of fraud This strike has developed the fact that or 3 different parties in the audience. All
three
fourths
of
the
Press
are
with
monop
are yet recent and strong, they seem con was ever brought out, would also have
was very satisfactory.
vinced of the truth which has been pre obliged me to arrive at the same conclu oly, and against the interests of the peo
Yours in kindness.
ple.
Some
of
the
papers
say
that
the
sented to them, and are ready to acknowl sion.
A. A. T h c r b er .
strikers’
combination
is
tyranuous
monop
Pittsburgh, Penn.
edge both spirits and medium as genuine If the vanishing or disappearance (de
oly, and to give in to it would be a bad
and worthy of beleif. Let, however, any materialization) of visible and tangible
precedent.
Contributed to The Watchman.
trivial incident happen, any circumstauce human forms before all presen t; if the
What is a greedy Corporation having
arise which would have a tendency to cast appearance of such forms with animated
ADVICE ON TEMPTATIONS.
control of all telegraphic messages, ami
a shadow of suspicion upon these same infants in their arms ; if the unmistakable
‘
.‘I
have many temptations, not only from
no
limit
for
charges
but
the
Company’s
manifestations, and straightway their faith appearance of children forms ; if the be
men,
but from my own passions, and have
conscience
:
no
limit
as
to
time
of
sending
totters, their light becomes dimmed and holding of several forms together exhibit
a message, but the Company's own royal no one to tell me what to do.” writes a girl
ing
life,
or
of
the
spirit
form
and
the
form
obscured, and they are as ready to stig
will and pleasure : no remedy for negli- correspondent.
matize the spirits as imposters and the of the medium at the same time ; if the ap
geuce
in mis-sending or mis-delivery of a To these enquiring ones, and they are very
mediupi as a fraud, as they were to extol pearance of from 15 to 30 different forms at
message—is
that freedom from monopoly ? many, I will say to each one : —
them before, and note that, in most the same sitting, different in race, in sex, in
Is
a
Press
so
prejudiced and bought that 3 Remember we have R eason and can con
cases, the disturbing, suspicious element age, in shape, in stature, attired in a variety
out of 4 of them can only recognize the trol our passions if we only w il l to do so.
is bred in their own imagination, or is the of raiment or costumes; if to that is added
monopolies and write in their favor, whilst It is grand to be full of powerful passionate
result of conditions over which spirits and the exhibition of numberless tests given by
life—but firmly hold the rudder and guide
the forms themselves or by the medium’s they garble the truth and ignore all just the ship aright. Don’t wreck life’s happiness
medium have had no control whatever.
claims of the strikers—is that freedom
while standing on its threshold.
Poor, weak, vacillating minds 1 Unsta control as identification of individuality ;
from monopoly, or a free Press ? Nay.
and
the
identification
obtained
thro’
the
Keep thy Record-book clean from blot or
ble weathercocks swayed by each blast of
But the end is not yet.
stain—as not one page can be re-written.
conflicting opinion, they have not, as yet, resemblance of some of the materialized
This strike is but one protest among We can never erase one word—never take
learned how to think for themselves ; forms with those they claim to represent;
many, of oppressed labor against oppress back one step we have made.
if
such
an
array
of
phenomena
is
not
proof
they have not yet fully become individ
Present pleasure must not be enjoyed at a
sufficient to the most sceptical that a pow ive monopoly.
ualized.
The Post Office Department might as sacrifice of future peace, purity, and happi
er
super-human
is
present
and
is
demon
This want of individuality they instinct
well do our messages economicaliy and ness. If tempted, take a pride in glory in
ively feel ; while, to persuade themselves strating itself, then, in my estimation, efficiently as it now carries our letters and
conquering the tempter.
that they are somebody, they are very there is no earthly use to prove any thing cards.
The true merit lies not in shunning the
of
the
kind.
prone to parade what they call their opin
The
use
of
Nature’s
Electric
force
temptation,
but in resistin g i t ; in being
The presentation of the phenomena as
ions, and are very partial to have them
true to thyself. Better a continual struggle
should
never
be
limited
to
a
close
Corpo
ventilated in print. They rush to typo above described, without any attempt to ration.
for the true and the good, than once to yield
graphy with a zeal worthy of a better go into details, is what I have seen and The telegrapher’s strike contains the to the Demon of Evil.
cause, and are unmindful of consequences. what many others have seen in attending germ of futnre political issues—the issue What is done can never be undone, hence,
Mrs. William’s seances. Such a medium
What is the result ?
always strive for the right.
between Capital and Labor.
A.ltbo’ they may succeed in sowing needs no vindication ; to those who have The future issue will be not so much Keep thy mind usefully employed and
seeds of discord ; altho’ they may reap witnessed her manifestations they vindi what we shall eat and drink, but whether there will be less temptation in thy path.
the approbation of such minds as are akin cate themselves.
we shall be perm itted to eat and drink at There is a solemn truth in the old adage:
“Idleness is the Devil’s workshop.” That is,
to their own, yet they cannot harm the In the face of so much spirit power, the all.
F. J. E m aby .
if we are not ever looking at the goal of
truth : but their communications faithful few who are always ready to doubt in Osceola, Iowa.
goodness, and striving for the right, evil will
ly photograph their own inwardness, and spite of all proofs, and to cry “ fraud”
surely overcome us.
only display their foolish instability—then- about all mediums, will have to produce
it is well for us to pursue some Art or Sci
stronger
evidence
than
simple
assertions
lack of philosophical training, and their
ence in our leisure hours. To have some ob
before they can substantiate the accusa
overbearing ignorance.
kditress o f The Watchman :
ject in life outside of the monotony of daily
The attempt that has been made lately, tions suggested by their impotent reason
toil. Correspond with some friend; write long
to
their
vacillating
minds.
I
t
is
with
pleasure
I
am
able
to
inform
to injure the mediumistic standing of
letters; discussing some important subject.
J.
F.
.T
eanneret.
you
that
the
people
of
this
dark,
material
Mrs. M. E. Williams, of New York City, New York City.
For instance, to some one who opposes
place
of
Pork,
Iron,
aud
Luml>er,
have
one of our best materializing mediums, by
Woman’s
Equality, write all the arguments
had a little light placed before them, in
one of the weathercock fraternity, and
and ideas thee can collect on it, and thy cor
the
way
of
proving
this
greatest
of
all
which has resulted in such a thoro’ defeat
respondent can write up his or her side in the
proof and knowledge of im m ortality, by
of her aggressor, and in such a complete
same way.
facts given thro’ a Mrs. Sawyer, from One who eschews tobacco or alcohol can
vindication of her mediumship by friends
Behold the light that breaks on ev’ry hand 1 California, who has given a few seances
and strangers alike, is one more illustra
have a correspondent who uses these evils.
The Light of Truth reveal’d to mortal kind, under test conditions, such as being ex
tion of the manner in which truth gener
One who believes in punishment can argue
No doubting one may halt—in darkness stand- amined by a committee of ladies, who in
ally comes uppermost.
with one who does not.
Whilst spirits come to waken e’en the blind: form us that the medium has no white ap
By aud by you can pen something for the
That Mrs. Williams is a remarkable No doubting one may longer hesitate
parel upon her person—all colored garments Press. Life can be so full of good and inter
medium and a powerful one for form To own a sweet, unfading place of rest,
—then she is placed in the cabinet, and a esting work that there will be no room for
materialization, those who have followed For Reason has proclaimed a happy fate
rope is placed around her neck, and her head
her development thro’ that phase of the Beyond the skies—where all alike are blest. drawn close to the side of the cabinet, and temptation to enter.
The good, the true, and the beautiful will
phenomena have no hesitation to admit.
a committee of gentlemen put the 2 ends of
How, had she used deception and fraud, All hail 1 to beauteous Nature and its laws, the rope thro’ holes bored thro’ the cabinet, occupy all the ground.
All hail! to Nature’s God, & Love supreme;
' Remember there is no limit to our growth
she could have publicly and successfully
Thrice bless’d the workers in a common Cause, and tied it on the outside ; then they tied her intellectually. Keep on, then, in the pursuit
maintained her position as a materializing
Who build their hopes on Truth’s exalted hands close to the wrists, thus precluding of real knowledge.
medium before the critical examination of
any chance for deception, or of her moving
i
theme 1
“ The Present holds thee not—
New- York and Brooklyn’s most experi None yet were born to perish in the light,
in any manner (which I consider barbarous ).
For such vast growth as thine,
enced investigators, is more than I can None yet e’er drew the breath of life to d i e ; But these Christian fraud-hunters, who be
For such unparallelled flight as thine,
understand.
lieve that old fogy story of how we all came
Such brood as thine—
Thro’out the wide expanse it is—all right,
into existence, as crude and absurd as it is— T h e F uture only holds th ee, and can hold th e e ."
During a lengthy investigation conduct For a l l live on, in vast eternity.
thus proving the saying, tliat there are some
ed under most favorable conditions to
E l h in a D r a k e S l e n k e r .
8. A. S anders .
so deaf that the will not hear, and so blind Snowville, Pulaski Co., Va
etect fraud, and where I was so situated Somerville, S. C.
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QUESTIONS.

shown to be as far from a Godly princi facts and intelligence that the angel world mind cannot control—yet I think it would
ple : as an unbalanced thing is from one are now revealing to the human mind. be well to have his name changed to
A ll Questions o f a general character, in perfect balance. Thus the teachings
In “its uses”—who cau compare or com Chief of Anti-Spiritualism.
forwarded to this Office, whether of a of Theology have proven.
prehend its value ? For 34 years, under I sincerely hope T h e W a tchm an , like
Social, Political, or Religious nature,
There are as many theories and opin a varied routine of circumstances, Spirit the indomitable and fearless M ind and
■will he submitted to the B and o f Spirit ions concerning the true nature of this
ualism has been my “anchor” ; and in its Matter, will echo the Voices of me
guides; and the interpretation thereof Godliness, as there are different develop
uses, never has the faintest doubt come Angels and defend their uses in medium■will be published in T h e W atchman .
ments of mental power. Hence, differ over my mind. Once, I was an experi ship. Fraud-hunters are stealthfully at their
ent mortals will accept the fact of spirit enced member of the Church, and yet, nefarious work. Generally they “sink to
A n sw ers by W a tchm an , S p i r i t E d it o r , ministration, but cannot reason out the
rise no more’’—and their compensation in
doubts and darkness troubled me.
A Member of, and Spokesm an fo r the theory of no personal or all-ruling, su In its uses—it has revealed to us the spirit life will be unenviable. May your pa
preme spirit or God.
AMERICAN AND EASTERN CONGRESS
fact that the Christian’s Record is un per ever prove to be a true and valuable
Spiritualism proper teaches that there sound, and wanting in every particular ; W atchman of the Times; and your daily
IN SPIRIT LIFE.
are degrees of mental attainment, or a and that the’ doctrines and dogmas gath Song end with a Chorus that “All is well."
H. A. CATEi Amanuensis.
state in which spirits become all-wise; ered from the Book could not, by _any
U bi. N. M e h w in .
that they see, from past causes, what is possibility, emanate from a Divine Mind, Vineland, N. J , Oct. 1, 1883.
Q o e s . By an Investigator.—<Spiritual- sure to follow, unless there be another
Where is the doctrine and proof of a
ism proper, ivhat does it teach t Does intervening cause.
This is what man persoual Devil—which, if true, shows that
■it respect a God t
calls reading destiny : and these spirits the Bible Heaven is not a place of securi
are enabled to see and foretell this destiny. ty—for, if one angel can become a Devil,
DEDICATORY TO
Ans. Spiritualism represents nothing
Now, this is what Spiritualism proper then all other Saints are liable to ; and
fjattie
Gate,
outside of Nature. I t is that which testi designates as the G.od-head state or a there is no calculating what a jealous God
Editress
of
The
Watchman.
fies of a spiritual and ethereal side of all state of perfect knowledge, from whence might accomplish when in a nervous con
natural things—claiming, positively, that nothing but perfect effects is the result.
dition.
Dear lady, o’er whose noble brow,
by Nature’s laws alone, is this ethereal life Thus, Spiritualism teaches that there is The Churches’ pet theory of their Devil
Sweet angel forms do ever bend;
a state of natural development so perfect, is becoming stale among themselves—the To guide and bless and cheer you on—
sustained.
And strength and power to you do lend.
Spiritualism, more properly speaking, that it is perfect goodness or Godliness : Gentleman's whereabouts will soon be un
is the teachings of those on the ethereal and that all spirits will, at some time, en known ; and with his abscouuding, ibe May many long and happy years
takes Hell and Eternal Misery in his
or spiritual side of life—it has proven that ter into this state or condition.
Be wrought with blessings ripe for thee ;
the term “ God” is synonymous with that This is in direct keeping with all the pocket. The uses of Spiritualism are For thou hast sown the seeds of Truth—
of good; and that every thing in Nature is laws of Nature, where Evolution perfects wonderful in their compulsions.
And rich thy harvest yet shall be. .
“Total depravity”—that senseless, old
good, when rightly used and understood; every atom thro’ varied forms of growth
No envious words of hate or scorn,
therefore, in the sense of goodness, Spirit and Organic Life.—See C o ntrasts of relic of Orthodoxy has, by the uses of
Can ever change our faith in thee;
angel correspondence, been consigned to We know thy spirit pure, is loved—
ualism represents Godliness, because it L i f e , Volume 1.
teaches the use and application of Nature’s When the mind of mortal man learns the “ four winds” ; and Spiritualism has
In Truths of Immortality.
laws.
that Natural law evolves on and on until taught ns that there are none so weak in a Full many noble Truths thou hast taught,
Spiritualism also teaches that Nature is the very atoms that once formed the moral condition but that light and love
To guide & cheer man’s doubting heart;
self-creative ; and where there appears to stoneB, will change into Vegetable fibre ; are accessible to them. To be totally
To lead him from the ways of sin,
be destruction, there soon follows reorgan and that the same fibre will be evolved depraved, would picture to us a human
And bear a grander, nobler part.
ization and new forms of life : the same into Animal or fleshy properties ; and that being without a Soul.
And
when thy spirit shall depart
as, thro’ physical death, we attain spirit from one stage of Animal life is evolved The “ Day of Judgment”—by the usesoi
From
earth to yon bright world afar;
ual birth : and, that while the river is another ; and that human bodies are the Spiritualism we are led to enquire of the
dammed or checked in its course, stagna result of this evolutionary change ; and Church—When shall that Day come ? Sweet angel choirs shall chant thy praise,
And Heaven shall own another Star.
tion, except in the first forms of animal that all these different species that have And what has become of all that have
died
since
the
Creation
of
Adam
?
And,
M b s . W. S. M o o r e ,
life, is the re s u lt: and that, by its burst mental or instinctive faculties, will pass to
ing its dam, it waters and irrigates the a higher or ethereal stage of life : as the do they lie in a dormant condition until Stony Fork, Penn.
earth, preparatory to a new growth ; al- butterfly is the ethereal growth of the their graves are opened ? If so, they will
tho’ hundreds of beings are physically caterpillar, and the moth, of the grub, enjoy a beautiful, “ Rip Van Winkle”
destroyed, .but not death and annihilation and so on—thus every species have their sleep—especially the sinners.
to the spiritual faculties.
evolutionary changes ; and when we come The “Atonement"—God, after experi Whenever you suspect persons of having
Spiritualism also teaches that there is to mankind, there we find that Evolution menting about 4,000 years, figured up a done an act inconsistent with their character
no absolute evil in the first principles of brings the ethereal existence, where men plan by which Universal Salvation could just pause and reflect how mean your
Nature, but that what is recognized as tality becomes balanced, perfected, and be accessible under certain stipulations, thoughts are. Innocent people have been
evil, is so only in a secondary sense ; that Godly—and when mortals fully compre but not of very wonderful importance af persecuted, ruined, hunted to death by sus
Drop the suspicion at once and
to the physical it is evil and unjust, be hend these things, then will they compre ter a ll; for the wheels of time had to roll picion.
cause mortals are so prone to regard the hend the terms “ God” and “ Godliness” on until a baby was born of doubtful bury it forever ! Than all the devils that
crowd Hell’s pethermost depths suspicion
physical things of life, as the all of life ; then will they comprehend, also, that parentage, and then pass on to the adult
is meaner far. Its victims are not only in
and whatsoever robs them of the fullest Spiritualism represents God and Godli age of over 30 years before he could be
nocent, but the most helpless of mankind ;
murdered,
and
his
(God’s)
plan
consum
enjoyment of the physical senses, that ness in Nature’s fullest sense.
mated. A few raps at Hydesville, N. Y., the prey of moral poisoning, ignorant of the
same they call evil and destructive—the
thank heaven ! has given the world the great wrong you are doing against them.
reverse of a God-principle : hence, mor
uses of Spiritualism : and we learn that we Let character and conduct ever stand as
Mattie
A.
Cate,
Editress.
tals have designated it as the work of the
safe-guards against the deadly work of sus
Your kindly letter and a copy of T h e atone for our own sins ; and that our own picion, and the fatal darts of calumny.
opposite to God—hence, the devil.
dear
selves
are
the
only
‘
‘Scape-goat.
”
Spiritualism also teaches that there is W atchman have been received. I am
Thus it should be, but is not; for the
no God, except the perfecting and balanc not a Psychometrist, but as I hold your The Church never was any better in higher the head the readier seems the
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imperfectively united forces of Nature.
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to ensure perfect or God-like results.
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must, of a necessity to itself, idealize an the direction of truth and honesty, are not The Church is not all that we have to p r For development oi mediuinshlp, send
tor H. A. CATE’S MAGNETIZED PAPER.
individual, spiritual being above all things to be reckoned with the class that wear contend with, for we have, in our own Each sheet is magnetized for the especial require
ranks,
those
who
are
selfish
and
labor
for
ments of each individual purchaser. 7 sheets (1 per
else. And that, in this way, the theory “ purple and fine linen,”
They are week;) $1. Single sheet 15 cts. Send look of hair as
°f a personal God has gained upon the You ask me for my “ Views on Spirit their own aggrandizement.
a magnet. Address H. A. CATE, 993 west Polk St.,
Ideal faculties of Mankind at large; ualism and its uses.” I view Spiritualism energetic contributors to Bundy’s Jour Chicago, 111.
nal.
I
sometimes
question
whether
as
being
the
greatest
and
grandest
bless
it has been handed down from genera
this Bundy is blamable for his outlandish
E. S. WETM0BE,
tion to generation, causing the mind ing that ever fell from heaven to earth.
assaults
upon female character, and honest Signs of every description. Political & Society
to lose sight of the effects of Natural The Bible God never uttered nor re
mediums. For, it is, perhaps, a propen
Banners. House A Fresco Painting.
auses, and superstitiously worship a sov vealed any thing but weaknesses and j
♦44 Broome Street,
New York City.
ereign will of a God who is, thereby, monstrocities, when compared with the sity which his unhappy combination of1
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SUSPICION.

THE WATCHMAN.
in this Country who will testify that they What did that Pope come for, or what is
his name,
cured of diseases that were
By MRS. MINERVA MERRICK,
What is Faith ? My friends, can you have been
Had he friends in this Country of wealth
Physicians,
to
be
said, by competent
QUINCY, III.,
and fame
tell me ? Can it be demonstrated clearly incurable.
,
HARMONY IN MARRIED LIFE. to the understanding without reason and Is there any reasonable excuse why the Whom he wished to enlighten on the sub
ject of love
Harmony in Married life is the glory of knowledge combined ? Give us the true citizens of Illinois should not make an
definition. Can we work out the prob effort to relievo the curable ones, by the To neighbors and friends in the regions
the world ; the grand unfolding of Hu
above?
lem and find that knowledge and wisdom casting out of insane spirits aud by curing
manity. How beautiful ! How lovely !
The cold, lifeless teachings of Priests aud
are two iugredieuts which are the founda paralysis of the brain.
Where shall we find a comparison with
their laws
tion of faith iu the mind ; and without A clairvoyant cau diagnose a disease ,
this blending of two Souls in harmony 1
Have
brought
no
sweet peace with their
and
those
who
have
the
gift
of
healing
those factors in consideration, no faith
A glimpse of this perfect love may be
terrors and aw e;
and casting out of the devil, can relieve
iu an object we’ll find?
interesting—and we, having had a true
Knowledge is the foundation of faith. the curable iusane, aud make room for Nothing to soothe and strengthen the er
expression revealed to us, .will give a
ring and weak,
We must know something about an object, the incurable ; then there will be uo need
synopsis.
And show them the heavenly blessings
of
enlarging
the
Asylums
and
continuing
person,
or
abstract
idea
:
and
if
you
know
' When man is developed to his highest
they seek.
level of pure, unadulterated affection, he nothing about a subject, and there is no the same treatment, as that will not re There are no Reverends, D. D.s, or Popes
store
the
suffering
insane
to
their
families
precedent,
one
cannot
possibly
have
faith,
will select, in woman, the angel to wear
who can tell
in his bosom, as a flower, for its sweetness, belief, fidelity, or sincerity. I t is like aud friends.
How to find happiness; or, where is
Confinement
under
the
present
condi
making au effort to build a structure
purity, and goodness.
heaven, or hell ;
tions of Lunatic Asylums, aud the spirit
He will say : “ After she is mine, I will without a foundation. We will illustrate
All seems a desert without sunshine or
ual
influence
that
surrounds
those
Institu
devote my life chiefly for her—promoting the idea by this comparison : —
rain,
tions, is sufficient to cause insanity. Aud
her welfare and happiness, and love her If we send for a Physician, a perfect
Looking
for
Jesus,
the mother and child,
those governing the nufortuuates, with
for herself alone ; I will love her with all stranger to us, who has the appearance of
in vain.
inhuman
treatment,
are
as
insane
as
those
the capacity I h a v e ; love her with an ordinary mau, but nothing more, we can
And the idol they worship is cold as a
have no faith or confidence in him until our they treat.
unabating love.”
stone;
I t is iu vain to scoff at and oppose this
Her loveliness and worth will draw out neighbor informs us of his competency to process of healings hy laying on of hands ; With no loving friendship to bless and
atone;
the whole heart’s truest, best love which treat a patient; and by that knowledge or, by passing infamous, oppressive laws to
For the prayers and oblations they offered
ceaselessly flows to her, and, by her, is gained, we have faith in the man.
prevent
relieving
the
sufferings
of
Humau
All knowledge introduced into this
in vain
treasured.
ity—for the gifts mentioned in the 12th
He will say ; “I, too, am loved, frail, Sphere of existence, is revealed thro’ the
Were not to the one who could soothe
chapter of 1st Corinthians are a demon
erring mortal that I am, for an angel brain and organism of man ; and after
all pain :
strated fact, to-day, in every laud. m . m .
claims me as her own, and calls me wards, thro’ the minds of men, is unfold
Who gave his life and sympathy to those
in distress,
‘husband’—the dearest, sweetest name ed and utilized for their advancement.
A VISIT FROM A POPE.
And opened the way to the regions of
.F aith is not a fundamental principle,
that words can give expression to.”
bliss ;
One who has the capacity to love all therefore has no foundation.
A discerner of spiritual things ; one
things pure, beautiful, and good ; and
When Jesus sent out his pupils they who cau look into the fourth dimeutiou of No condemnation ever soiled this pure
Soul,
posseses the jewel that contains the were prepared by a 3-years course of in space, when proper conditions are pro
struction, and his directions were similar duced, cau perceive the life it contains : No bloodshed nor vengeance could his love
whole, is supremely blessed.
control.
M. M.
Love is the harmonious music of the to a diploma. He said, “If you believe, as the Scientist, when conditions are favor
aud
have
faith
in
me,”
¿Spheres; the keystone to all the varia
able, sees, thro’ the Microscope, life iu T E S T IM O N Y OF S P IR IT U A L IS M
tions o f the faculties o f man, and around This apothegm might have been ren the atmospherical regions : so, a spirit,
dered more effective by this expression :— resembling a Pope, was seen standiug in a fro m Mr. <fe Mrs. M. M. Mallory, of
which all the virtues revolve.
Grand R apids, Mich., to-Mrs. Dr.
When woman is elevated in the Sphere If you have learned the lessons that I listening attitude, with a staff or wand in
Merrick, o f (¿uincy, Illinois.
of Love, up to the true appreciation of a have demonstrated in your presence, aud his hand. The discerner exclaimed, in
D
ear
F rien d : —We have been waiting
noble man’s character, as expressed in the are filled with the pure motive of love to surprise, “ What did that Pope come for ?
foregoing illustration : what woman humauity (Holy Ghost), yon can do great We understand, by revelation, that the for an opportunity to write you but have been
would stoop to folly, and find, when too er works than you have seen me do, and fields of space that are beyond the com so unsettled both in mind and body that we
have not seeii a chance when we thought we
late, that she had betrayed herself; these signs shall follow : you shall heal prehension of finite beings, are composed
could do it justice, but we will procrastinate
stepped out of heaven, and had let a the sick and cast out the devil : but, if you >f Spheres of both spiritual and material no longer.
demon enter her heart ?
have not learned the lessons, and are not elements; and they, together, have
It is with the same feeling of sadness that
Love of the good or God that is within tilled with the true spirit of love to your Soul-power, and the three form au individ we think of Quincy, and our darling little
us, leads us to respect our neighbor as neighbor, the signs will not follow, and you ual world which is a magnet.
ones that are laid away there, yet we shall
ourself; to love our Country—and all will be condemned as a fraud or quack.
Man is a microcosm, and has a material always have a kind and pleasant remem
things visible and invisible.
Kuowledge is the bottom rock to stand and spiritual body aud a Soul which forms brance for you and other friends who did all
the}' could to make our burden of grief as
We have then fulfilled the law of life. upon, aud to erect a staff on which to floa an individual.
This love should be cultivated by mau, the banner of faith.
The Soul of the spiritual world corres light as possible, yet we cannot help feeling
M. M.
above all other seutimeuts.
ponds with the solar orb, and is the light sad when we think of those bright, happy
Heaven only knows how many wives INSANITY, THE CURSE OF THIS that lighteth, with intelligence, every im children, and know they have passed out of
our sight, and, perhaps, when we see them
live in a Sphere of mental suffering that
age of itself. Every microcosm is a star
again, they will be grown, in spirit, to young
BEAUTIFUL
LAND.
man could not endure !
evolved from that center, and will revolve
ladies, and they will not be the same little chil
A sensitive, true woman must suffer I nsanity ! That awful disease—obses irouud it forever.
dren that have romped and played with us
deeply, when the loved one has forgotten sion—that is so prevalent at this time.
The spirit of the Pope came or was and made life so happy—but we can olny sub
those flattering attentions so dear to her One half or two thirds of the people are brought to the medium or discerner of mit to that inevitable fate that so soon will
Soul, that she thinks may be bestowed apparently insane ; for a sane person will spirits for instruction. He is a star from raise the curtain of the great Future, and re
upon another ; and in time, she will fade not commit crime. A sane man is right, the Soul or center, but may be in a dense veal to us our darling children in their spirit
from earth, like a delicate flower in the and an iusane man is wrong in his words cloud that a ray from the Sun of Intelli home, where they never will be separated
chilling winds of Autumn—no warm sun aud deeds, and draws his inspriation of gence cannot penetrate. I t probably is from us again.
shine of loving-kindness to cheer and bless thoughts, from the Sphere of undeveloped foul with self-exaltation, with creeds, In regard to Spiritualism, we will say we
have found lots of Spiritualists here, and also
an aching heart. Bitter is the cup a spirits or a circle of insanity.
logmas, superstition, pomp, great show,
find it. very popular among the very best and
Who
knows
what
the
causes
of
heredita
neglected, loving woman drinks a draft
and ceremonies, aud their attendant evils
most influential citizens, who are giving it
from, every day, sometimes for years, ry conditions are, or what insanity is ?
that have been thrown around him since the place it has so justly merited.
People live in an Asylum for years, in a his birth in the physical body : thus he Last Friday evening we attended what they
and is crucified daily.
When the Science and Philosophy of good state of health. The Physicians say was walled in by that circle of ignorance, call the Church Circle, with very flattering
life is taught and understood, the trials their disease is paralysis of the brain, or and not allowed to think outside of it— results. Our little ones came and gave their
and cruel suffering will be mitigated and some part thereof ; others say, softening nay, and he is still iu the same circle, lost names to the medium ; and they kissed us;
born with fortitude and patient endurance, of the brain.
to all the glory of the beautiful effects of shook hands with u s; put their arms around
knowing, full well, “ It is not the whole of Paralysis is cured suddenly by Magnetic loving-kindness. He may be wandering our necks; took the slate and put on our heads
life to live, nor all of death to die. ”
treatment or animal Magnetism. A few thro’ material space and searching for “ A and wrote a message for us ; brought flowers
To know for a certainty that when our brushes from the hands of a gifted healer great, white Throne,” with a material and and put in our liantjp ; brought the bell to us;
our spiritual body and Soul is born into will restore vitality to the nervous system personal God awaiting to be worshipped by whispered to us; and everything they could to
let us know they were there. There was a
another Sphere of existence; when the iu one ho u r, or less. This power is in his children.
white-robed angel has rowed us over the existence; and always has been one of The followers of this Pope may be as lady sitting beside us who described, perfect
radiant river, and we touch the golden the grandest laws of Nature.
much disappointed as himself iu discover ly, our children, standing by us—even to the
strand, and meet those who are waiting Who knows or has had experience in ing that he was not viseregent of any visi color of their eyes, and their dress, and many
and watching for us—meet to part no super-natural laws?
L et ns learn the Gle God, and that he caunot direct' them of their little peculiarities that no one knew
more, then onr ideals may be realized, natural laws first, and then we shall be where to hud the “heaven” he promised but us—she did not know, until she saw them
and we shall rest on the banks of the better able to comprehend the super-nat them, as he failed to teach the truth, as standing in front of us, that we had lost any
children, or ever had any : and under those
“ River of Life,” where the angels dwell, ural, if we discover them.
Jesus taught, that the heaven of happi- circumstances, how could we, for one mo
and lilies bloom forever. We shall walk There are 5,000 insane patients in Hli- uess must- be in their own Souls.
ment, doubt that it was our own sweet babies
with our lbved ones, in the flowery paths nois—600 or more, incurable.
Immediately, the following verses were who were there having-a good time with us.
towards the mountain of perfect love.
Now, there are thousands of witnesses written.
Oh, it was grand 1
CORRESPONDENCE TO THE WATCHMAN,

FAITH.

WHAT IS I T ?

THE WATCHMAN.
Contributed to tlie columns of The Watchman
by the author, Thomas R. H azard; first appearing
Hi the -‘Providence <R. I.) Daily Journal” of
April 9, 1883.

On a small table situated at one end of whom I had never seen before, under the wise, must have been used by the spirit artist
the apartment, out of reach of where the announcement that my “ star” was pres to accomplish the ends they had in view.
medium was to sit, were laid several in ent, she very often coming with that em The seance, on the occasion, was held in a
struments
of music, including a drum and blem brightly shining on her forehead. back third-story room on Washington near
THE
drum sticks, a guitar, tamboriue, several One of the most beautiful star manifesta Boylston Street, Charles H. Reed, a most
different sized bells, &e. The company, tions of tne kind I ever witnessed, was powerful instrument for the production of
r T H i.o .s o in d îi
some 10 to 15 (sometimes more), were whilst I was sitting with others, in a dark physical manifestations, being the medium
and
p h e n o m e n a arranged and seated on each side, includ circle, held by Mrs. Mary Andrews (one present. There were many persons in the
ing ono end of a loug table, all of them of the very first materializing mediums in circle. A temporary platform made of rough
QF MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
joining hands, the medium taking the the field), at the house of Mr. Morris boards had been constructed at one end of
seat at the end of the table where the Keeler, near Moravia, state of New York, the room for tlie medium, near which I sat,
break iu the circle occurred, the 2 sitters some 10 or more years ago. On that oc whilst Miss Friend (now Mrs. Carpenter), an
By T hom as K . H aza rd .
adjoining that eud (one on each side) be casion Mrs. Wortman, a very sensitive excellent clairvoyant and medium, sat in a
ing required by the rules to place both medium, was present. Mrs. W. had a line with me a few seats distant. The ser
their hands in a pack with the hand of the very clear, melodious voice, and she aud vices of an employe of the gas works had
“ The agitation o f thought is the begin individual who sat next to them. Some
been obtained, whose province it was to stand
Mr. Keeler had scarcely began to sing in
ning o f wisdom."
times, when required by investigators, the concert (the light being extinguished) be with his hand constantly on a key in the gas
pipe, so as to turn the light especially ar
medium was tied, but usually her con fore the space in front of us became alive,
ranged for the occasion, on or off instantane
tinued
presence
in
her
seat
was
secured
as it were, with bright little stars. These ously when repuired. A committee of 3 was
F if t h C h a p t e r .
and made manifest by her constantly would congregate in groups and then
appointed by the audience to tie the medium
striking with her fingers the two packs of swiftly bound apart in couples and take securely in his chair, among whom was a
There can be no question of the fact hands on either side of lier, before de positions as if performing iu a dance, Sea, or, rather Lake Captain from the West,
that in the production of what are known scribed, the theory being that this not when they would approach each other and who was acknowledged by the company,
among Spiritualists as p h ysica l or dark only proved her perpetual occupancy of retire in due order, aud then again com (after witnessing his skill) to be an expert in
circle manifestions, light operates as an her seat, but enabled her, thro’ the pro mence circling around each other iu sin the art of tying m edium s . The musical
obstructing element or force. Nor should cess of manipulation, to draw Magnetic gle pairs, until the whole galaxy would manifestations, such as. are common in dark
this be wondered at by careful observers power from the elements inherent iu all mingle and form one group, and all en circles and as f have described, and others
of the laws of Nature, when it is conceded the different members of the conjoined gage in an angel sport, playfully winding proceeded harmoniously and satifactorily,
that all phenomena of this class is in circle of sitters. The arrangement being aud iuterwinding rapidly around aud lie until after an Indian wTar dance had been involved in a greater or less degree the re completed the light was turned down and tween each other in an inextricable, be auguarted and was being executed with such
clothing with earth matter, or, in other we sat iu total darkness. The first indi wildering maze, alike beautiful aud inde power and racket on the platform that I ex
pected every moment to hear it fall to the
words, the rematerializing of spirit forms cation of superhuman influence was gen scribable.
Spirit voices and spirit singing are very floor, whilst the yells and war-whoops of the
either in whole or in part, a feat which erally in a cool breeze passing around tin
Iudian performers were so vociferous and
Nature, in all the ramifications of her circle on tile backs of our hands, not nu- common accompaniments of Mrs. An
piercing that I feared the police would ap
sublime art and super-human power, has frequently accompanied with little star- drew's seances, and of dark circles gener
pear on the stage and put an end to the per
never yet been known to accomplish in like, bright lights over our heads or in ally. On several stanzas of “Home, formance. In the midst of the uproarous
other
parts
of
the
room.
Next,
all
at
Sweet
Home,"
being
sung
with
animation
the light. Thro’out the Animal Kingdom,
war dance, Miss Friend became greatly ex
from the tiniest insect to the colossal once a bell would start up to ring near the on this occasion by several sitters iu tile cited, and repeated charged that it was the
mammoth, it is requisite that the interior ceiling and fly ringing around the room, circle, a masculine spirit voice, exceeding medium, Reed, himself who was dancing on
germ of life, call it spirit, material, “ po followed by others. After a while the in pathos aud power any human voice 1 the platform, with 2 great Indians standing
tency of matter,” or what we may, should bells might drop on the table before us or ever heard joined in the singing, aud con near by him, whilst the cords with which lie
in the earliest stages of its development on the floor, when the guitar would, per tinued to the end. Upon the stanza be had been so securely bound, were all flying
be clothed upon by the negative condition haps, go sailing over our tieads, discours ing repeated by the company present, the loosely about his person. In the height of
of darkness ere it gains sufficient potency ing music as it went, aud not unfrequeut- spirit voice (as if to rest and recuperate) tlie performance, tlie gas man became so ex
to encounter successfully the positive ly tapping different sitters iu the circle, forebore joining iu the concert until the cited (as he averred, whilst others thought
element of light. ‘To be consistent, it lightly on the head with carefully meas second stanza, when thro’ all that followed, him to be actuated by suspicion of fraud)
follows that the flippant condemners of a ured force, showing that the occult opera Soul-thrilling strains were poured forth suddenly turned the gas on in full force, repart (and a small part only) of the spirit tors were cognizant of the exact position of by the unseen vocalist in a cataract of veaving to tlie astonished sitters an entirely
ual phenomena, because of its occurrence each aud every member of the circle. melody that completely overpowered aud empty platform with the exception of the
only in the dark, should by the same rule Then perhaps, the tamboriue would come absorbed, as it were, all the human voices medium, who was still as at the first fast
denounce all visible works of the Infinite, forth aud give expression to its musical present. After “Home, Sweet Home" bound baud and foot to his seat, hut appar
ently in a dying condition, owing no doubt
because the foundation from which they characteristics as it sailed hither and had been twice repeated, I asked that
to the fearful shock his nervous system had
are evolved, is shrouded in impenetrable thither, to aud fro, when suddenly a spir “Oft in the Stilly M ight,” (a favorite
been subjected to by the instantaneous re
melody
of
my
deceased
wife’s)
might
be
itual
drummer
would
beat
the
morning
darkness whilst the continued existence
turn of the vital elements that had been
sung,
when
a
sweet
feminine
spirit
voice
reveille
or
some
popular
tune
with
greater
of both Animal and Vegetable life is ac
withdrawn from his body and applied to tlie
complished by the fiat of Omnipotence, force and equal precision. In the course joined in the singing, which however I materialization of his own double, (or Soul
failed
to
recognize.
At
Mrs.
Andrew’s
of
the
evening
the
instruments
that
had
only thro’ perpetual renewal of the spe
body) occasioned’by the sudden introduction
cies perfected in part amidst the like con fallen on the table or floor would in turn seances and many others I have attended, of the positive element of light. It took the
ditions of darkness that surrounded all often be raised again and made to perform not only the usual cool breeze was felt committee several minutes to untie tlie me
as before their several parts, until the passing around the circle, but sometimes dium, who was finally restored to conscious
sublunary things in the beginning.
By the same rule, too, the photographer time approached for an adjournment, the phenomena would be varied by the ness by the application and administering of
should be branded as a “fra u d ," because when the light being turned on, we found sprinkling of cold water iu our faces also. restoratives, iliave never witnessed, myself,
he persists iu demanding the conditions of all the instruments with several spare At many dark circles I have been familiar such a phenomenon, but have been told that
darkness as an iiidispeusible auxiliary in chairs, piled up promiscuously mid-way with, it is common for spirits claiming to in instances where a light has been suddenly
the perfection of his semi-spiritual art, on the long table around which we sat. be special friends of different individuals introduced into a dark circle whilst instru
whilst our philosophical savans and This is a fair sample of the modus oper present to come where they sit, and pat ments of music, &c., were being carried
learned Scientists should not allow even and). generally pursued at Mrs. Annie them lovingly on the head, face or other overhead thro’ tlie air, that such of these as
the great I AM to escape their infallible Lord Chamberlain’s circles, and others, parts of the person with materialized were at the moment nearest the medium
would be suddenly deflected in their fall
censure because of His refusal to reveal to so far as it applied to the musical mani hands, and very frequently whisper or
towards his person, whilst those that were
speak
in
low
tone
to
them,
whilst
iu
many
festations,
but
otherwise
varied
in
many
mortal senses, except thro’ a mantle of
nearest the light would be deflected in their
other
instances
the
spirit
guides
<
>
r
guar
darkness, the stupendous wonders of the particulars of the physical phenomena,
descent towards it. It is not uncommon for
dian
angels
of
the
mediums
and
others
empyrean heavens, before which all the” the object as generally announced by the
address the circle of sitters iu souorus and instruments to be lighted up by some occult
glories of Creation that are revealed in the spirit artists, being not so much to amuse
eloquent
language, sometimes for many process whilst sailing overhead at dark cir
brightest light of the “ God of day,” sink their friends in mortality as it is to con
minutes together. I think it is a question cles, as I myself have witnessed.
vince them that spirit life is real, and to
into insignificance.
not yet fully demonstrated how far the phys As intricate as was the tying process exe
I have in my experience witnessed ft prepare them to receive still »more import ical manifestations that occur iu dark circles cuted by tlie Lake Captain expert that I
good deal of the physical phenomena, ant truths from the higher Spheres. are the work of independent spirits of depart have described, it still would not compare
such as occurs mostly at seances held in The star-like “spirit lights,” I have ad ed mortals, rematerialized with elements of with what I have known done in dark Circ.es
the dark, a few of which I will here nar verted to, are a very common accompani earth, drawn from the medium and other by spirit artists, wherein, after the medium
rate. Among the first seances of the kind ment of not only dark circles, but of most sources, and to what extent they are per had been tied in the securest fashion by a
I attended, were those held by Mrs. Annie clairvoyant mediums, and in many in formed by the spirit body of the entranced committee of mortal experts and the light
Lord Chamberlain, in Boston and its stances of persons who make no preten medium, temporarily freed from its fleshy turned off, tlie company would hear tlie
I, myself, have clothing for the occasion, aud rematerialized lengthy cords being unloosed by unseen
'iciuity, some 12 or 15 years (more or less) sions to mediumship.
“go. Mrs. Chamberlain, as I inffierstand, seen hundreds of them on different occa with a sufficiency of mundane elements to en hands and drawn rapidly to and fro thro’
is now holding seances of a like laud at 45 sions, and often after I have retired to able them to execute their mysterious per their intricate windings, when on the light
My deceased wife formances. The following phenomenon, being again turned on, the medium would lie
udiana Place, Boston, Mass., on every Irest for the night.
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, at seems to be generally known among clair that I witnessed in Boston many years ago, found entirely free in every limb, whilst tlie
"•30 P .M . When I attended Mrs. C.’s voyant mediums as the “star,” and I have would seem to prove pretty Conclusively that, lengthy cords would be seen lying near him
flrc e_________ of procedure was as fol in many instances had her presence indi on that occasion at least, the bona fide spirit, on the fioor. Then again tlie light would be
lows : _
cated to me by clairvoyant mediums (or rather Soul) body, transfigured, or other turned off and all be total darkness, when the
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ropes seemingly of their own accord and moments, in utter darkess. On Reed’s j
i A weekly Journal, devoted to the correction avd
j reform of abuses and errors of all descriptions afvolition would leap from the floor and calling iu hasty tones for the light, aj
OF Ileering the moral and material interests of our ru< e,
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commence biuding the medium with uu- match was immediately applied to the gas,
by pointing out the wrong and the false on the one
A N C IE N T S P IR IT S .
hand, and the right and the true on the other.
parallelled speed. When on the light be burner, when, lo aud behold, there stood
I Published at $1.50 per annum, in advance, bv the
Communications
Written
in
Ancient
Language
Reed
and
myself
in
the
same
position
we
ing again turned on, the medium would be
| Liberal II Spiritual Publishing Co., at Liberal nail,
found to be bound hand and fool so se had just assumed, the only difference be On subjects relating to the Physical, Spirit- Whitehall cor. Peters Sri, A tla n ta , « a.
curely that no human hands could release ing that the medium was minus his coat, jual ‘Uni Soul Onfoldment of Individuals.
NAMES OF SPIRIT GUIDES | AND ADVICE.
him without cutting the rope, the knots which lay some yards away. After a
Send lock of hair of person desiring communica
being so cunningly interlaced and dis short pause we again resumed our posi tion lor the Medium to hold in his hand as a magnet
posed as to be hidden from the view of tions, upon which the light was again ex for the spirits t» read the person’s surroundings.
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